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In lens systems, the constituent lenses usually share a common optical axis, or at least a common optical-axis
direction, and such combinations of lenses are well understood. However, in recent proposals for lens-based trans-
formation-optics devices [Opt. Express 26, 17872 (2018)], the lenses do not share an optical-axis direction.
To facilitate the understanding of such lens systems, we describe here combinations of two ideal lenses in
any arbitrary arrangement as a single ideal lens. This description has the potential to become an important tool
in understanding novel optical instruments enabled by skew-lens combinations.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Geometrical optics is a mature field, but new ideas keep emerg-
ing [1,2]. This applies specifically to the field of lenses: on the
one hand, lenses are amongst the oldest optical elements (the
Nimrud lens [3] has been dated to between 750 BC and 710
BC) and the basis of a myriad of early optical devices such as
spectacles and telescopes; on the other hand, lenses are now
being realized in the form of metasurfaces [4–7]. Lenses can
also form particularly simple paraxial invisibility cloaks [8].
We have extended the concept of lens-based invisibility cloaks
to omni-directional transformation-optics devices [9,10], so far
only theoretically. Our transformation-optics devices use very
unusual combinations of lenses in which the lenses are at an
angle to each other. Note that standard lenses do not work very
well when used in such a way, which normally precludes non-
paraxial use. However, such non-paraxial lens combinations can
be shown to work as desired for specific ray bundles, for exam-
ple, for one particular viewing position, which should be suf-
ficient to use lens-based transformation-optics devices in a
number of applications [10].

For a standard combination of lenses, in which the lenses
share an optical axis, it has proved useful and elegant to describe
such a system as a single lens with an effective focal length and
object- and image-sided principal planes that, in general, do not
coincide with each other nor with the principal plane(s) of the
individual lenses. This is done by describing object- and image-
space positions in special coordinates constructed such that the
equations describing the mapping between these spaces have
the same form as the standard equations describing the map-
ping due to a single thin lens.

These special coordinates can be easily constructed from the
optical axis and the principal planes of an optical system.

However, for combinations of skew lenses, the standard defi-
nitions of concepts such as the optical axis lose their meaning;
for example, the definition in Ref. [11], “a line through the
centers of curvature of the surfaces which make up the optical
system,” can no longer be applied as the curvature centers in
general no longer lie on a (straight) line. The definitions of the
cardinal points and cardinal planes (transverse planes through
the corresponding cardinal points), including those of the prin-
cipal planes, such as “If the rays (parallel to the optical axis)
entering the system and those emerging from the system are
extended until they intersect, the points of intersection will de-
fine a surface, usually referred to as the principal plane” [11],
need to be scrutinized. Perhaps worse, Fig. 1 shows that a com-
bination of skew lenses exhibits telescope-like behavior, which
seems hard to reconcile with a description as a single lens.

We are not aware of a description of combinations of skew
lenses as a single lens. In light of the observations in the pre-
vious paragraph, this seems unsurprising, but it is actually easy
to construct pairs of coordinates—one describing object space,
the other describing image space—in which the imaging equa-
tions take the form of the ideal-lens mapping; we call coordi-
nates with this property lens-imaging coordinates. One way to
construct lens-imaging coordinates is to consider the effect
of the combination as successive imaging due to the individual
lenses but to treat the effect of the first lens as a distortion of
object space. Clearly, this is of limited use: it provides no addi-
tional insight, and is also mathematically inelegant in the sense
that it is non-symmetric (only object space is distorted) and that
the distortion is complex enough (parallel lines can be mapped
to non-parallel lines, and ratios of distances between points
lying on a straight line can change, especially around the focus)
to make it hard to gain any intuitive understanding out of the
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construction. More interestingly, we can construct lens-
imaging coordinates by applying earlier work by Buchroeder
on a choice of coordinate systems that simplifies any collinear
mapping between object and image space [12]. As ideal lenses
map straight lines to straight lines again, the mapping is col-
linear, that is, it can be written in the form {Eq. (2.1) in
Ref. [12]}

x 0 � a1x � b1y � c1z � d 1

a0x � b0y � c0z � d 0

, (1)

y 0 � a2x � b2y � c2z � d 2

a0x � b0y � c0z � d 0

, (2)

z 0 � a3x � b3y � c3z � d 3

a0x � b0y � c0z � d 0

, (3)

where ai, bi, ci, and d i (i � 0,…, 3) are constants and x, y, z
and x 0, y 0, z 0 are the coordinates of the object and image posi-
tions, respectively, measured in the same Cartesian coordinate
system. If object and image space are described by different
Cartesian coordinate systems, which in general have different
origins and are rotated relative to each other, this simplifies to
{Eq. (2.7) in Ref. [12]}

x 0 � ax
z � d

, y 0 � by
z � d

, z 0 � cz
z � d

, (4)

where a, b, c, and d are constants. We refer to these coordinates
as Buchroeder coordinates. The anisotropic coordinate scaling
x 0 → dx 0∕a, y 0 → dy 0∕b, z 0 → dz 0∕c, which replaces the
orthonormal coordinate system in image space with an
orthogonal coordinate system, brings the mapping into the
form of the ideal-lens mapping,

x 0 � f x
z � f

, y 0 � f y
z � f

, z 0 � f z
z � f

, (5)

where the focal length f is given by the constant d . We call
these coordinates scaled Buchroeder coordinates.

We describe here an alternative set of lens-imaging coordi-
nates for combinations of two skew lenses. Throughout this
paper, we consider ideal thin lenses, for which this construction
works perfectly; for real lenses, it works approximately. The
starting point for our construction is that the optical axes in
object and image space coincide; they are a single straight line.
We see this new description as complementary to the scaled
Buchroeder coordinates in the sense that different coordinates
are better suited for different applications. For example, each is
clearly a particularly simple description for imaging of positions
on “its” optical axis.

We start by briefly reviewing the standard description
of pairs of lenses as a single lens (Section 2). We show the mo-
tivatation for our construction for single-lens imaging
(Section 3) and show, in Section 4, that it works. We then com-
pare the lens-imaging coordinates in Section 5, consider the
relevance of our results to physical lenses in Section 6, and dis-
cuss several aspects not mentioned elsewhere in Section 7, be-
fore concluding (Section 8).

2. REVIEW: IMAGING BY A SINGLE LENS AND
BY PAIRS OF COAXIAL LENSES

We start with a brief review of imaging by a single lens and the
standard treatment of pairs of coaxial lenses. As always in this
paper, “lenses” refers to ideal thin lenses.

A lens has the property that it images stigmatically any point
O � �x, y, z�⊤ in object space to a corresponding point I �
�x 0, y 0, z 0�⊤ in image space. The coordinate system is chosen
such that its origin coincides with the lens’s principal point
and the z axis coincides with the optical axis. The z � 0 plane
is the principal plane. If the focal length is f , the object and
image positions are related by the equations

−
1

z
� 1

z 0
� 1

f
(6)

and

x 0

x
� y 0

y
� z 0

z
: (7)

It can easily be shown that these equations are equivalent to the
equations describing the mapping between object and image
space in scaled Buchroeder coordinates, Eq. (5).

Pairs of coaxial lenses,L1 and L2 (Fig. 2), can be described as a
single lens whose object- and image-sided principal planes no
longer coincide ([11], Chap. 2.10). The effective focal length, f ,
can be found using the Gullstrand equation ([11], Chap. 2.10)

f � f 1f 2

f 1 � f 2 − d
, (8)

where f 1 and f 2 are the focal lengths of the lenses. If we place a
Cartesian coordinate system such that its origin lies at P1 and the
optical axis coincides with the common optical axis, then the z
coordinates of the principal points of the combined system, P
and P 0, are given by the equations

Pz �
df
f 2

, Pz 0 � d −
df
f 1

: (9)

The image position �x 0, y 0, z 0� of any point �x, y, z� due to the
two-lens system can then be found using the equations

Fig. 1. Telescope-like behavior of a combination of two skew lenses,
L1 and L2. A bundle of parallel light rays (thin solid lines) is incident
on lens L1 with a direction such that it is focused to a point on the
intersection line I between the image-sided focal plane of lens 1, F 0

1,
and the object-sided focal plane of lens 2, F 2 (dashed lines). Because I
lies in the object-sided focal plane of L2, the bundle is parallel again
after transmission through both lenses. The lens planes are shown as
thick solid lines; P1 and P2 are the principal points of the two lenses.
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−
1

z − Pz
� 1

z 0 − Pz 0
� 1

f
, (10)

x 0

x
� y 0

y
� z 0 − Pz 0

z − Pz
: (11)

If we shift the origin of the object-space coordinate system to
coincide with P and the origin of the image-space coordinate
system to coincide with P 0, i.e., by making the substitutions z −
Pz → z and z 0 − Pz 0 → z 0, this set of equations takes the form of
the standard thin-lens imaging equations, Eqs. (6) and (7).

3. MOTIVATION FOR LENS-IMAGING
COORDINATES

We want to describe the effect of two lenses as that of a single
lens in suitable coordinates. We want symmetric and affine co-
ordinates (which preserve parallel lines and distance ratios be-
tween points on a straight line) in which the imaging equations
have the standard form. We will have to generalize concepts,
e.g., the optical axis of the two-lens system will no longer
coincide with the axis of symmetry of the system (because there
is none).

A. Lens-Imaging Coordinates for a Single Lens

We start by applying a generalized concept of an optical axis to
the particularly simple example of a single lens.

The equations describing the thin-lens mapping, Eqs. (6)
and (7), are written in Cartesian �x, y, z� coordinates, chosen
such that the lens is in the z � 0 plane, its principal point,
P, coincides with the origin, and the z axis is the optical axis.
We can also describe the mapping in a skew coordinate system
with coordinates u, v, and w, whose origin is again at P, whose
u and v axes coincide with the x and y axes, and whose w axis is
at an angle α with the z axis in the �x, z� plane (Fig. 3).

We consider a pair of conjugate points, O � uû� vv̂ �
wŵ and I � u 0û� v 0v̂ � w 0ŵ. As z � w cos α, and with
the crucial definition of the projected focal length

g � f
cos α

, (12)

En. (6) becomes

−
1

w
� 1

w 0 �
1

g
(13)

and therefore remains of the standard form [Eq. (6)]. Because
of the similarity of the triangles highlighted in Fig. 3, Eq. (7)
becomes

u 0

u
� v 0

v
� w 0

w
(14)

and also retains the relevant standard form [Eq. (7)]. In this
sense, any choice of the w axis, provided it passes through
the principal point at w � 0, is therefore a perfectly good
choice of optical axis.

B. Optical Axis of a Two-Lens System

A straight line through the principal points of L1 and L2 has the
property that the combination images it back to the same line,
and we just worked out that this line is a perfectly good optical
axis for each lens individually. It is therefore an excellent can-
didate for the optical axis of the combination.

Once the optical axis is defined, we can describe the imaging
properties of the two-lens system for an object lying on this
axis. As above, we define w to be the coordinate along the op-
tical axis, and for the moment we choose its origin to coincide
with P1. According to Eq. (12), the projected focal lengths of
the two lenses are

g1 �
f 1

cos φ1

, g2 �
f 2

cos φ2

, (15)

where φ1 and φ2 are the angles between the two-lens optical
axis and the optical axes of the individual lenses (see Fig. 4).
As a system of two lenses can be effectively understood as a
single thick lens, we can calculate the effective focal length f ,

Fig. 2. Geometry of a system of two coaxial lenses, L1 and L2, sep-
arated by a distance d . The optical axes of the individual lenses
coincide with the z axis. The focal planes, F and F 0, and the principal
planes, P and P 0, of the combined system are shown as dashed lines.

Fig. 3. Coordinates for single-lens imaging. A pair of conjugate po-
sitions, O and I, is shown. In a Cartesian �x, y, z� coordinate system,
placed such that the lens is in the z � 0 plane and the position of the
principal point, P, coincides with the origin, the relationships between
the coordinates of O and I have the standard form, given by Eqs. (6)
and (7). The object and image positions can alternatively be expressed
in skew coordinates with basis vectors û, v̂, and ŵ, with the imaging
equations retaining their standard form. The figure shows a cross
section in the y � v � 0 plane.
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the two-lens focal length, using the Gullstrand equation,
Eq. (8),

f � g1g2
g1 � g2 − d

, (16)

and use the standard thick-lens theory to calculate the values
Pw and Pw 0 of the w coordinate of the object and image-sided
two-lens principal points, P and P 0, as

Pw � df
g2

, (17)

Pw 0 � d −
df
g1

: (18)

The image position w 0 for any object position w lying on the
optical axis can be then found using the equation

−
1

w − Pw
� 1

w 0 − Pw 0
� 1

f
: (19)

Encouragingly, this is of the same form as the axial-imaging
equation for pairs of coaxial lenses, Eq. (10). So far, our choice
of optical axis therefore appears to be a good choice.

C. Example: Parallel Non-Coaxial Lenses

So far, we have a candidate for the optical axis, which would be
the w axis. At this stage, it is instructive to try to complete the
set of lens-imaging coordinates for a simple but non-trivial ex-
ample: a generalization of the coaxial two-lens system from
Section 2 in which the lenses are shifted relative to each other
in the x direction (Fig. 5).

We make the following choices for the coordinate system.
The w coordinate is along the optical axis through the principal
points P1 and P2. The transverse coordinates, u and v, are
chosen to be parallel to x and y, respectively. The coordinate
transformation from u, v, and w to x, y, and z is then

u � x − z tan α, v � y, w � z
cos α

: (20)

If u, v, and w are indeed lens-imaging coordinates, then the
mapping between object and image space is of the standard
form given by Eqs. (6) and (7),

−
1

w − Pw
� 1

w 0 − Pw 0
� 1

F
,

u 0

u
� v 0

v
� w 0 − Pw 0

w − Pw
, (21)

where Pw � Pz∕ cos α, Pw 0 � Pz 0∕ cos α [Pz and Pz 0 are
given by Eq. (9)], and F � f ∕ cos α, where f is given by
the Gullstrand equation [Eq. (8)]. To express these equations
in the Cartesian coordinates, the transformation from Eq. (20)
can be employed. After simplifying the results and inserting the
above expressions for the parameters Pw, Pw 0 , and F , we obtain

−
1

z − Pz
� 1

z 0 − Pz 0
� 1

f
,

x 0 − Pz 0 tan α

x − Pz tan α
� y 0

y
� z 0 − Pz 0

z − Pz
:

(22)

It can be seen that the effect of the transverse displacement
of L2 on the image is simply a transverse shift of the image
in the direction of the displacement (here x), given by
�Pz 0 − Pz� tan α. Note that these equations can be brought into
the standard form of Eqs. (6) and (7), provided the origins of
the coordinate systems in object and image space are shifted
such that �x, y, z�→ �x − Pz tan α, y, z − Pz� and �x 0, y 0, z 0� →
�x 0 − Pz 0 tan α, y 0, z 0 − Pz 0 �. Therefore, the coordinates
�x − Pz tan α, y, z − Pz� and �x 0 − Pz 0 tan α, y 0, z 0 − Pz 0 � are
also lens-imaging coordinates. In fact, it can be shown that they
are the scaled Buchroeder coordinates for this combination.

Successive imaging by the individual lenses results in
the same mapping, as we show in Code 1, Ref. [13]
(TwoParallelLensProof.nb). It is encouraging to see that, in this
simple example, our choice of optical axis (and w axis) can be
completed into lens-imaging coordinates. The other two coor-
dinates point in the transverse directions, but what are these in
the general case?

D. Transverse Planes

In the examples studied above, transverse planes had a number of
properties. One very special property is that the transverse planes
in object space form a set of parallel planes, which has the prop-
erty that it is imaged to another set of parallel planes, namely, the
image-space transverse planes. Therefore, we attempt to find two

Fig. 4. General system of two lenses L1 and L2 (thick cyan lines).
Our choice of optical axis for this two-lens system, the two-lens optical
axis (dashed line), passes through both principal points P1 and P2. ϕ1

and ϕ2 are the angles between the lens normals and the two-lens
optical axis.

Fig. 5. System of two parallel but non-coaxial lenses. The red
dashed lines correspond to the focal lines of this system and the green
dashed lines correspond to its principal lines with principal points P
and P 0. It is clear that point P 0 is imaged to a point P 0 by this optical
device.
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sets of parallel planes, one in object space and the other in image
space, that are imaged into each other.

To find such conjugated sets of parallel planes, we use
(maybe surprisingly) the mysterious telescope-like property,
which at first does not seem to have an analogue in the case
of a lens. Figure 1 shows that the telescope-like behavior
can be observed if a bundle of parallel light rays is incident
on lens L1 with a direction such that it is focused to a point
lying on the intersection line I between the image-sided focal
plane F 0

1 of lens L1 and the object-sided focal plane F 2 of lens
L2. Since line I lies in the object-sided focal plane of lens L2, the
ray bundle focused on I becomes parallel again after emerging
the lens L2.

For the moment, let us consider one subset of these “tele-
scope rays,” intersecting at an arbitrary point in object space.
The object-space parts of those rays, that is, the part of the rays
before they intersect L1, form a plane parallel to the one
through P1 and line I; the image-space parts form a plane par-
allel to the plane through line I and principal point P2. It is clear
that any point lying in the object-space plane is then imaged to
a point lying in the image-space plane. If the subset of telescope
rays intersecting at a point outside this plane is considered, a
different pair of conjugate planes, the object-sided planes par-
allel to each other and the image-space planes as well, is formed.
The set of all such object-space planes and the set of the cor-
responding image-space planes then form two sets of parallel
planes that are imaged into each other. The planes constructed
in this way satisfy our requirements for transverse planes, and
therefore we will refer to them as object- and image-sided skew-
lens transverse planes.

In the case of parallel lenses L1 and L2, our construction of
the transverse planes results in the standard transverse planes
parallel to the lens planes. (Line I then lies at an infinite distance
from the optical axis.)

E. Focal Planes

In this section, we will find the focal planes of the two-lens
system and show that these planes satisfy our definition of
skew-lens transverse planes. Since focal planes are well defined,
we can simply use the standard definitions, such as [14] “Rays
which are parallel in the object space will be transformed into
rays which intersect in a point on the [image-space] focal plane
[…]. Similarly rays from a point in the [object-space] focal
plane […] will transform into a pencil of parallel rays.” The
focal points are, of course, the intersections of those planes with
the optical axis.

Following the above definitions, we construct the focal
planes as follows. Figure 6(a) shows parallel rays incident on
the lens combination from object space. Lens L1 redirects the
light rays such that they intersect in a point in the image-sided
focal plane of L1. Note that this intersection point can be real
(as shown in Fig. 6) or virtual. This point is then re-imaged by
lens L2, and so, after transmission through both lenses, the rays
intersect in this final image point, which therefore lies in the
image-sided focal plane of the lens combination. This two-lens
image-sided focal plane is therefore the image, due to lens L2, of
the image-sided focal plane of lens L1. As the lenses are, in gen-
eral, skew, the image-sided focal plane of L1 intersects the plane
of L2 in a line, I2. As I2 lies in the image-sided focal plane of L1,

its image due to L2 lies in the two-lens image-sided focal plane,
but as I2 also lies in the plane of L2, L2 simply images I2 to
itself. I2 therefore lies in the two-lens image-sided focal plane.

However, the image-sided focal plane F 0
1 of lens L1 also

passes through line I. Therefore, its image due to lens L2—
the two-lens image-sided focal plane—is an image-sided trans-
verse plane according to the construction in Section 3.D.
Reassuringly, we have thus confirmed that the two-lens image-
sided focal plane F 0 is an image-sided transverse plane.

Similarly, we can construct the two-lens object-sided focal
plane, F . Lens L1 images F into F 2, the object-sided focal
plane of lens L2. F therefore intersects L1 in the same line
I1 as the object-sided focal plane of lens L2. Again, the
object-sided focal plane F 2 of lens L2 passes through line I,
and therefore it is an image of an object-sided transverse plane
due to lens L1. The object-sided two-lens focal plane F is
therefore an object-sided transverse plane.

In Section 3.B we already calculated the two-lens focal
length, f , and the w coordinates of the two-lens principal
points, Pw and Pw 0 . From these, we can easily calculate the
w coordinates of the focal points to be

Fw � Pw − f , (23)

Fw 0 � P 0
w � f : (24)

Now we will prove that these are the intersections of our two-
lens focal planes with the optical axis. Figure 6(b) indicates that
the intersection Fw of the object-sided focal plane satisfies the
imaging equation

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. Construction of the (a) image-sided and (b) object-sided two-
lens focal planes, F 0 and F . The image-sided two-lens focal plane, F 0,
is the image due to L2 of the image-sided focal plane F 1 0 of lens L1.
Similarly, F is imaged by L1 to the object-sided focal plane F 2 of L2.
The image- and object-sided focal points, F 0 and F, are the intersections
of the corresponding focal planes with the optical axis.
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−
1

Fw
� 1

d − g2
� 1

g1
, (25)

and so

Fw � g1d − g1g2
g1 � g2 − d

: (26)

Expressing this in terms of the two-lens focal length f , defined
in Eq. (16), and the w coordinate of the object-sided two-lens
principal point, Pw, we obtain Eq. (23).

Similarly, using Fig. 6(a), we can deduce that

F 0
w � d � g1g2 − g2d

g1 � g2 − d
: (27)

Expressed in terms of f and P 0
w, this yields Eq. (24).

Everything is consistent so far.

F. Principal Planes

We start from the following definition of principal planes [11]:
“If the rays (parallel to the optical axis) entering the system and
those emerging from the system are extended until they inter-
sect, the points of intersection will define a surface, usually re-
ferred to as the principal plane.” It is possible to find a set of
points that satisfy this definition immediately: the intersection
line V of the planes of lenses L1 and L2 (Fig. 7). This line is
imaged back to itself by the two-lens system, i.e., any light ray
hitting the two-lens system at V emerges again from V and
therefore at the same distance from the optical axis, so line
V is a sensible candidate for the intersection of the principal
planes of the two-lens system.

With this choice, the object-sided two-lens principal plane
P is then the object-sided transverse plane passing through line
V, and the image-sided two-lens principal plane P 0 is the
image-sided transverse plane through V. The corresponding
principal points, P and P 0, are then the intersections of the cor-
responding two-lens principal planes with the optical axis.
Figure 7 shows this construction.

To find the intersections of our principal planes with the
optical axis, we will use the fact that the intermediate image
of the object-sided principal plane P due to lens L1 lies in a
plane through both lines V (as each lens images V to itself )

and I (as P and P 0 are transverse planes; see Fig. 7). In fact,
it is possible to show that such a plane intersects the optical axis
at w value

wim � dg1
g1 � g2

: (28)

The w coordinate of the object-sided principal point, Pw, then
satisfies the imaging equation

−
1

Pw
� 1

wim

� 1

g1
(29)

or, solved for Pw and writing the result in terms of the two-lens
focal length f [Eq. (16)],

Pw � df
g2

, (30)

which is the same as Eq. (17), the result we obtained earlier
from our considerations of axial imaging.

Analogously, the w coordinate of the image-sided principal
point, Pw 0 , has to satisfy the equation

−
1

wim − d
� 1

Pw 0 − d
� 1

g2
, (31)

which again confirms the earlier axial-imaging result, in this
case Eq. (18).

4. LENS-IMAGING COORDINATES IN ACTION!

Now we are ready to define the two-lens lens-imaging coordi-
nates. We describe positions in object space using a skew,
non-normalized �u, v,w� coordinate system with its origin at
P. The w axis coincides with the two-lens optical axis, but note
that the origin is no longer at P1, as in the previous sections, but
at P. The u and v axes lie in the object-sided principal plane, P.
Similarly, image-space positions are expressed in the skew, non-
normalized �u 0, v 0,w 0� coordinate system with its origin at P 0.

A. Two-Dimensional (2D) Case

We start with a two-lens system in two dimensions. Transverse
planes are then transverse lines, and the intersection lines I and
V are intersection points.

Figure 8 shows the geometry of this setup, together with a set
of basis vectors that defines object- and image-sided lens-imaging
coordinates. The object-sided lens-imaging basis consists of a
unit vector, ŵ, parallel to the optical axis and a (non-unit) vector,
u, parallel to the object-sided transverse lines and with its
length chosen such that its component perpendicular to ŵ is
of magnitude 1. The origin of the �u, ŵ� coordinate system
is the object-sided principal point, P. Similarly, the image-sided
lens-imaging basis consists of a unit vector, ŵ 0, that is again
parallel to the optical axis, and a (non-unit) vector u 0 parallel
to the image-sided transverse lines and with a component
perpendicular to ŵ 0 of magnitude 1, and the origin lies at
the image-sided principal point, P 0.

We are now assuming that the �u,w� and �u 0,w 0� coordi-
nates are object- and image-sided lens-imaging coordinates,
which means that the imaging equations that map an object
position �u,w� to a corresponding image position �u 0,w 0�
are of the standard form [Eq. (5)]

Fig. 7. Construction of the two-lens object- and image-sided princi-
pal planes, P and P 0. P is the object-sided transverse plane through V,
the line where the lens planes intersect; P 0 is the image-sided transverse
plane through V. The corresponding principal points P and P 0 are the
intersections of P and P 0 with the optical axis. The intermediate image
of the object-sided principal plane P due to lens L1 is the plane through
both lines V and I. It intersects the optical axis at point wim.
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�
u 0

w 0

�
� f

w� f

�
u
w

�
, (32)

where f is the effective focal length defined by Eq. (16).
To show that our assumption is correct, we prove that succes-
sive imaging by L1 and L2 gives the same mapping as that
in Eq. (32).

First, we transform Eq. (32) from lens-imaging coordinates
into Cartesian coordinates (in which the calculation of succes-
sive imaging due to L1 and L2 is easy), specifically the Cartesian
coordinates �x, z� defined in Fig. 8. In these coordinates, the
transverse lines with axial coordinate w (in object space) and w 0

(in image space) are given by the equations

x � ko�z − Pz − w� object space, (33)

x 0 � ki�z 0 − Pz 0 − w 0� image space, (34)

where ko and ki are the slopes of the transverse lines in
object and image space, respectively, and these are given by
the equations

ko ≔
xI
zI

� − cot φ1

d − g1 − g2
d − g2 − g1�cot φ1∕ cot φ2�

, (35)

ki ≔
xI

zI − d
� − cot φ2

d − g1 − g2
d − g1 − g2�cot φ2∕ cot φ1�

, (36)

where xI and zI are the Cartesian coordinates of point I.
Because of our choice of the length of the basis vectors u
and u 0,

x � u, x 0 � u 0: (37)

In fact, Eqs. (33) and (37) provide a coordinate transformation
�x, z� → �u,w� in object space if one solves for the variables u
and w, resulting in the expressions

w � z − Pz −
x
ko
, u � x: (38)

In matrix representation,

�
u
w

�
�

�
1 0
− 1
ko

1

��
x

z − Pz

�
: (39)

Similarly, the image-space transformation �u 0,w 0� → �x 0, z 0� is�
x 0

z 0 − P 0
z

�
�

�
1 0
1
ki

1

��
u 0

w 0

�
: (40)

Doing these coordinate transformations and using the defini-
tions fixed above, the Cartesian coordinates of the image posi-
tion can be found to be

x 0 � f x
f � z − x

ko
− Pz

, (41)

z 0 � Pz 0 �
f �z − x ki−ko

kiko
− Pz�

f � z − x
ko
− Pz

: (42)

In vector form, the mapping between object and image space
due to a single lens with its principal point at P, optical-axis
direction n̂ (chosen to point in the direction from object space
to image space), and focal length f can be written in the form

I − P � f
f � �O − P� · n̂ �O − P�, (43)

which is easily derived from Eq. (3) in Ref. [15]. Using this
equation, and in the Cartesian coordinates �x, z� defined in
Fig. 8, we calculated the image due to the two lenses of an
object at position �x, z�. This calculation was performed in
Code 1, Ref. [13] (TwoLensProof2D.nb), yielding the same
results. In 2D, our concept of lens-imaging coordinates there-
fore works for a general system of two skew lenses.

B. Three-Dimensional (3D) Case

The basis vectors for our 3D lens-imaging coordinates, u, v,
and w in object space and u 0, v 0, and w 0 in image space, are
defined in Fig. 9. Like in the 2D case, the lengths of u and
u 0 are chosen such that their components perpendicular to
the optical axis are 1. Therefore, u and u 0 are not normalized,
but all other basis vectors are.

We want to apply an argument analogous to that we used in
the 2D case. We start with the standard imaging equation, i.e.,
Eq. (5), which can again be written in vector form [the equiv-
alent of Eq. (32)] in 3D. As in the 2D case, we transform this
into Cartesian coordinates, x, y, and z, chosen as follows: the
y axis is parallel to the line V, the x direction is given by the
cross product ŷ × ŵ, and the unit vector in the z direction is
ẑ � x̂ × ŷ. The origin of this system lies at the principal point
P1, i.e., the principal point of lens L1.

Like in the 2D case, we want to formulate this in matrix
form, so we need to find the equivalent of the matrix in
Eq. (40). This matrix, which we call T −1

i and which describes
the image-space transformation �u 0, v 0,w 0� → �x 0, y 0, z 0�, can
be deduced from Fig. 9 to be

T −1
i �

0
@ 1 0 0

tan α
ki

1 sin α
1
ki

0 cos α

1
A, (44)

where α is the angle between the w and z axes.
The matrix describing the object-space transformation

Fig. 8. Geometry of a system of two 2D skew lenses, and definition
of the two-lens lens-imaging coordinates. The lens-imaging basis is
given by vectors u and ŵ in object space and u 0 and ŵ 0 in image space.
The origins of the lens-imaging coordinates coincide with two-lens
principal points P and P 0, respectively. For the purposes of calcula-
tions, a Cartesian coordinate system �x, z� has been chosen such that
z-axis coincides with the generalized optical axis of the two-lens system
(i.e., a line passing through both principal points P1 and P2 of the
individual lenses) and the origin coincides with principal point P1
of lens L1.
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�x, y, z� → �u, v,w� is then the inverse of T −1
i with the image-

space slope ki replaced by the object-space slope ko, which can
be expressed in the form

T o �
0
@ 1 0 0

0 1 − tan α
0 − 1

ko cos α
1

cos α

1
A: (45)

The equivalent of Eq. (40), that is, the imaging equation de-
rived from the 3D standard imaging equation in lens-imaging
coordinates, can then be written in the form

I − P 0 � T −1
i

0
@ u 0

v 0

w 0

1
A � f

w� f
T −1

i T o�O − P�, (46)

which is a generalization of the imaging equation derived in
Ref. [15] when the imaging system contains two principal
points with position vectors P and P 0. Written explicitly, this
imaging equation becomes

0
@ x 0

y 0 −Pz 0 sin α
z 0 −Pz 0 cos α

1
A� f

w�f

0
B@

1 0 0
ko−ki
kiko

tan α 1 0
ko−ki
kiko

0 1

1
CA
0
@ x

y−Pz sin α
z −Pz cos α

1
A:

(47)

We compared this result to that due to successive application
of the equations describing imaging due to the individual
lenses. We performed this calculation in Code 1, Ref. [13]
(TwoLensProof.nb), finding that the resulting image positions

are identical. Our choice of lens-imaging coordinates there-
fore works.

5. COMPARISON OF LENS-IMAGING
COORDINATE SYSTEMS

It is instructive to compare the two lens-imaging coordinate
systems defined here, namely the scaled Buchroeder coordi-
nates [see Eq. (5)] and the coordinates defined in Section 4.
The former uses two Cartesian coordinate systems, i.e., two
orthonormal coordinate systems), the latter use two affine
(skew, non-normalized) coordinate systems. Without detailed
proofs, we state here similarities and differences of these two
sets of coordinate systems.

It is clear that the focal planes must be the same, as these
have a very specific physical meaning. The two descriptions also
agree in their definition of the transverse planes (called “normal
planes” in Ref. [12]), as these are the only sets of parallel planes
in object and image space that are imaged into each other. The
principal planes are also the same.

The descriptions differ in their choice of optical axis and
therefore also in the positions of the cardinal points, which
lie at the intersections between the optical axis and the focal
planes and principal planes. In our description, the optical axis
is the straight line through the principal points of the two
lenses, whereas in the Buchroeder description, the optical axis
is defined by the trajectory of the one light ray that is
perpendicular to the transverse planes both in object and in
image space. The optical axes in object and image space there-
fore coincide in our description (but their origins differ),
whereas the Buchroeder optical axes in object and image space
do not lie on the same straight line and are in general not even
parallel. The two choices for the optical axis are identical if and
only if the two lenses share the same (standard) optical axis.

To derive the precise relationship between the coordinates,
we express the unscaled Buchroeder coordinates [Eq. (4)] in
terms of our affine coordinates. We do this for the simpler
2D case. The relevant Buchroeder equations are

x 0 � ax
z � d

, z 0 � cz
z � d

: (48)

The connections between the coordinates �x, z� and �u,w� and
between �x 0, z 0� and �u 0,w 0� are

x � u − uP
cos θ

− w sin θ,

z � w cos θ,

x 0 � u 0 − u 0P 0

cos θ 0 − w 0 sin θ 0,

z 0 � w 0 cos θ 0, (49)

where

uP � u 0
P 0 � f

�
1

ki � 1∕ki
−

1

ko � 1∕ko

�
(50)

is the value of the u and u 0 coordinates of the Buchroeder prin-
cipal points, θ is the angle between thew and z axes, and θ 0 is the
angle between the w 0 and z 0 axes. Inserting these expressions into
the equation for the standard lens mapping, Eq. (32), expressing
the trigonometric functions of θ in terms of ko and ki, e.g.,

Fig. 9. Definition of the object- and image-space lens-imaging co-
ordinates in three dimensions. Object and image space are described in
terms of skew coordinate systems with basis vectors u, v̂, ŵ (object
space) and u 0, v̂ 0, ŵ 0 (image space). Note that the basis vectors in
the u and u 0 directions are not normalized. u lies on the intersection
of the object-sided principal plane, P, and the median plane, M; u 0

lies on the intersection of the image-sided principal plane, P 0, and the
median plane, M. P and P 0 are the object- and image-sided principal
points.
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tan θ � 1

ko
, tan θ 0 � 1

ki
, (51)

and comparing with the set of equations Eqs. (49) leads to the
following relations:

a � f

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� 1

k2i

q
1� 1

k2o

, (52)

c � fffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� 1

k2i

q , (53)

d � fffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� 1

k2o

q : (54)

We make a number of observations.

1. If ki � ko, then uP � u 0
P 0 � 0, and so the origins of the

�u,w� and �x, z� coordinate systems describing object space
coincide, as do the origins of the coordinate systems describing
image space. These origins are, of course, the principal points,
so they are different in general, but the same if the principal
planes in object and image space are parallel, which in turn
is the case if either the two lenses are parallel, or if the principal
points of both lenses coincide and lie on V.

2. If jkoj � jkij, then a � c � d , and so the scaling factors
between the (unscaled) Buchroeder coordinates and the scaled
Buchroeder coordinates are all 1, which in turn means that the
scaled Buchroeder coordinates are the same as the (unscaled)
Buchroeder coordinates. Substitution into the mapping formu-
lated in terms of the unscaled Buchroeder coordinates,
Eq. (48), and comparing the resulting equations to the map-
pings in terms of the scaled Buchroeder coordinates, Eq. (5),
reveals that a, c, and d have the meaning of the (Buchroeder)
focal length, which is different from the effective focal length in
our coordinates as the optical axes are not parallel.

Table 1 summarizes the similarities and differences between
the different lens-imaging coordinates.

6. COMBINATIONS OF SKEW PHYSICAL
LENSES

So far, we have assumed ideal thin lenses in our construction.
Do our results also apply to physical lenses?

Conventional physical lenses are designed to image in the
paraxial regime and suffer from many imperfections, for exam-
ple, barrel distortion, which alters the mapping between object
and image space, and coma, which degrades the quality of non-
paraxial images. In the case of our combinations of two skew
lenses, at least one of the lenses is used non-paraxially. For this
reason, combinations of skew conventional lenses do not image
well, which is possibly the reason why such combinations are
used only rarely (one example of their use can be found in
Ref. [16]) and, to the best of our knowledge, our description
of combinations of skew lenses is new.

However, lenses (or indeed, lens holograms) can be opti-
mized to image non-paraxially. This imaging can even be stig-
matic (i.e., ray-optically perfect), but in the case of a thin lens
hologram this is possible only for a single pair of conjugate
positions, and in the case of lenses comprising two surfaces
for two pairs of conjugate positions [17]. This is sufficient to
enable applications in which either point light sources or point-
like observers are located in these positions.

A relevant recent development is the emergence of metal-
enses [4–7]: metasurface phase holograms [18–23] with prop-
erties that aim to approximate those of ideal thin lenses. The
metasurface properties can be tuned in many ways; this has, for
example, enabled the development of low-dispersion metal-
enses [7,24,25]. The field of metalenses is currently progressing
rapidly and is expected to lead to closer approximations of ideal
thin lenses with reduced aberrations such as coma [26]. Our
construction has the potential to become a useful tool for
the description of such metalenses.

7. DISCUSSION

It is well known that two parallel lenses become telescopic in
the confocal case, namely, when the image-sided focal plane of
the first lens coincides with the object-sided focal plane of the
second lens. For such a combination, the effective focal length
and the distance of the principal planes from the lenses become
infinite, which means the description in terms of lens-imaging
coordinates fails. This can also happen for combinations of
skew lenses, namely, when the optical axis through the principal
points is parallel to the transverse planes. This is the case when
the intersection I between the image-sided focal plane of L1 and
the object-sided focal plane of L2 intersects the optical axis
through the principal points of the two lenses. The case of par-
allel confocal lenses is a special case of this situation: the inter-
section I between the relevant focal planes becomes a plane
instead of a line, and this plane intersects the optical axis.

As mentioned above, the systems of lens-imaging coordinates
are complementary. One way of looking at this is as follows. The
image-sided Buchroeder coordinates are rotated relative to the
object-sided ones. For this reason, the Buchroeder coordinates
are well suited to problems involving a rotation between object
and image space. Similarly, our lens-imaging coordinates are
sheared relative to each other in the direction of the optical axis.
Our lens-imaging coordinates are therefore particularly suited to
understanding a shearing between object and image space.

We can use the ideas discussed in this paper to generalize the
Scheimpflug principle [27]. Let us consider an object line with
slope q, which intersects the optical axis at point zo. Such a line

Table 1. Comparison between Scaled Buchroeder
Coordinates and the Lens-Imaging Coordinates
Introduced Herea

Skew
Lenses

Parallel Non-
Coaxial Lenses

Parallel
Coaxial Lenses

Optical axis Different Different Same
Transverse planes Same Same Same
Focal planes Same Same Same
Principal planes Same Same Same
Focal points Different Different Same
Principal points Different Same Same
Focal length Different Different Same

aThe three columns refer to different two-lens configurations; the rows list
different entities.
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can be parametrized as x � q�z − zo�, or equivalently
z � zo � x∕q. Then the deflection angle θ formed by image
line and the optical axis can be expressed by the equation

cot θ � z 0�zo � x∕q, x� − z 0�zo, 0�
x 0�zo � x∕q, x� − x 0�zo, 0�

� 1

ki
�

�
1

q
−
1

ko

�
f

f � zo − Pz
: (55)

If we define 1∕q 0 ≡ cot θ (where, of course, q 0 is the slope of
the image line), Eq. (55) can be rewritten in the more familiar
form

1

q 0
−
1

ki
�

�
1

q
−
1

ko

�
f

f � zo − Pz
, (56)

which is, in fact, an imaging equation for the slopes. It is ob-
vious that the scaling factor on the right-hand side of Eq. (56)
and consequently the image slope q 0 is object-position depen-
dent. Note that the left-hand side of Eq. (56) equals the inverse
of the image slope expressed in �u,w� coordinates and the ex-
pression in brackets on the right-hand side equals the inverse of
the object slope expressed in the �u 0,w 0� coordinate system.

8. CONCLUSIONS

We present a simple and elegant description of imaging by a
pair of lenses that do not share an optical-axis direction. We
describe such a combination as a single lens in which the object
and image spaces are sheared. We show how to construct the
optical axis, the direction of the transverse planes on both sides,
and all cardinal points. This construction is remarkably simple;
it has the potential to find use for designing and understanding
novel optical devices.

We stress that the optical axis in Buchroeder lens-imaging
coordinates is different from that in ours. This is in contrast to
the focal planes, the principal planes, and in fact all transverse
planes, which are the same in both coordinates. Note that, even
in the case of a single lens, any straight line through the prin-
cipal point can serve as the optical axis in a set of lens-imaging
coordinates.

In future, we intend to apply our lens-imaging coordinates
to the study of ideal-lens transformation-optics devices [10],
which was the reason for developing these coordinates in the
first place.
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